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Next to those books, I also used my old BGS books from nine years ago: they are not as complete as the recent
Jeppesen books, but I found their layout better to study as I am a visual learner and I need a good layout to
memorise. That by itself was a form of community-shaping that I appreciated a lot with AviationExam and it
helped me getting the boredom of covering all these questions. About the multiple choice questions There are
really a lot, a lot, a lot of questions. The drawings are clearer as well: those in Jeppesen looks fancy but the
colors and strong contrasts are distracting. In order to avoid stupid calculation erros, always use a electronic
calculator for even the simplest calculation. I kept some statistics on the days of study, repetition, classroom
and exam. BAFA had to certify that I was ready to sit the exam based on passing the Avex progress check and
having sat the required classroom sessions. Answer the question that they ask for and not what you expect.
Human Performance, for instance, is easy and fast questions per day : I took that for breakfast and dinner.
Aircraft General Knowledge This is a very bulky yet hugely interesting topic! I spent 4 days of study, 2 days
of repetitions to cover all questions: the largest number of questions of allâ€¦ but they go rather fast. I must say
that the exams in Brussels are very well organised! I tried to understand all items without learning them by
heart. Questions that I either solved wrongly or I knew I was guessing, I flagged it AviationExam has a good
flagging system. Some words are in Dutch. Separation minima by time and distance â€¦ ICAO annexes,
runway markers â€¦. Both are only about questions each so â€¦ easy easy easy. The most complete answer
amongst several subanswers is often the correct one. On the bottom of this page, you can find my total
overview. I went through all questions on the topic: one by one, days and days in a row. For all our other
courses on this page please register your interest by contacting our sales team. We had a good professor at
BAFA who had a background in meteorology. Yet I learned a couple of new things, and some of them will be
useful in the cockpit. The classroom session was super-interesting as the professor basically explained what
ATC expects from pilots and vice-versa as he is working Antwerpen Tower as a day job. You have to
subscribe yourself to the course in an Approved Training Organisation ATO who caters for the books, the
classroom sessions and access to Question Database. Once I had answered all questions correctly once, I
considered the basic study done. This summary grew into an interesting package of condensed information.
This is how it went: Topic. I based my plan on the number of QDB questions per topic: an approximation
which was not always accurate because some topics go slower or faster than others in terms of questions.


